The onshell description of Initial-and Final-State-Interactions (ISI and FSI) of threshold meson production reactions is reviewed. Existing onshell models and their offshell extension are discussed. Unitarity constraints on enhancement factors are formulated. A strategy for the treatment of essential singularities connected to Coulomb-like FSI is given.
ISI and FSI strongly determine qualitatively and quantitatively the energy dependence of total cross sections of particle production processes close to threshold. Following the Watson-Migdal approach [1, 2, 3] it is assumed that the T-matrix T f i can be "factorised" into a product of a short ranged production amplitude T (0) f i and "enhancement factors" T ISI (i) and T F SI (f ) for ISI and FSI respectively, i.e.
Commonly used enhancement factors are based on Effective Range Expansions describing the elastic onshell scattering problem of the incoming or outgoing particles, so they don't have any reminder in the short ranged production process due to original time-reversal arguments of Watson. Yet from ∆E ∆t ≥ h/2 we know that the scattering system is going for a certain time of order ∆t offshell, while the amount of offshellness ∆E is strongly determined by the short range interaction process. It will be shown that the reminder of the enhancement factors in the threshold value of the short range production amplitude T (0) f i,thr can be estimated by unitarity constraints on the T-matrix T f i .
To test the validity of enhancement factors presently in use one has to check three minimal constraints: (a) enhancement factors have to be dimensionless, (b) for no ISI or FSI the respective enhancement factors are 1, (c) the S-matrix S = 1 + i (2π) 4 δ 4 (P f − P i ) T has to be unitary. Constraint (c) yields unitarity constraints on the T-matrix: assuming time- 
In the approximation that the contribution via Fock-states being different from the initial and final states is very small (which is not valid for no ISI and no FSI) one can formulate an approximate unitarity relation replacing the sum n by n ∈{i,f } . Reexpressing the symbolic sum by integrals and applying Watson-Migdal factorisation with T
f i,thr I arrive at the following unitarity constraint on the enhancement factors for a particle production process 1 + 2 → 1 ′ + 2 ′ + . . . + n ′ close to threshold:
it is just an integral constraint on the enhancement factors T F SI (f ) or T ISI (i) respectively. As T
f i ≃ const close to threshold, the energy dependence of the total cross section of a process with an n-particle final state close to threshold is mainly determined by a FSI-modified phasespace integral [2, 3] (s = P 2 ):
Without loss of generality I assume only FSI between particle 1 ′ and 2 ′ . The enhancement factor now can be reexpressed either by the phaseshifts δ ℓ (κ) or Jost-functions f ℓ (κ)
[4, p. 286]). P(κ) is the offshell quantity defined in [5] carrying the reminder in the short ranged interaction. It either has to be calculated directly by a principle value integral or estimated from the unitarity constraints derived above. Most authors upto now use the approximation Ref [4, 6] conflicting strongly with the unitarity constraint. The only existing approach driven by unitarity is called Fermi-Watson Theorem (see e.g. [4] ). It states:
This Taylor-expansion is actually a threshold expansion of R F SI n (s). E.g. for n = 3 and
Because of essential singularities due to the penetration factor C 2 0 (γ) = 2πγ (exp(2πγ) − 1) −1 in a Coulomb-Modified Effective Range Expansion [7, 8, 9] with γ := α (κ 2 + (m 1 ′ m 2 ′ /(m 1 ′ + m 2 ′ )) 2 )/κ 2 (α ≃ 1/137) the Taylor-expansion described above can't be performed for a Coulomb potential V (r) = 2γ κ/r. Yet by determining f ℓ (κ) for a regularised Coulomb potential V (r) = 2γ κ exp(−µ r)/(r + ε) using [10] a regularised Modified Effective Range Function can be derived [9] , which does not suffer from essential singularities mentioned. Now the Taylor-expansion of T F SI (1 ′ 2 ′ ) is well defined and the limits µ → +0 and ε → +0 are straight forward.
